Abstract
Introduction 1
With the drastic development of modern IP-based communication systems, hybrid video codec is widely used in various applications, ranging from mobile phones to high-end workstations. Until now, as the most popular video coding standard, H.264 can provide high compression efficiency due to its almost exhaustive exploitation of dependency. But it is very vulnerable to packet loss, which is a frequent daily problem during data transmission on the Internet. To adapt to the heterogeneous environments and the time-varying bandwidth, some parts of the bit-stream have to be dropped during transmission. Coefficient dropping operation is usually used for bit-rate inching in video adaptation. Although coefficient dropping can support flexible bit-rate adjustment, the distortion caused by coefficient dropping tends to be propagated to several subsequent frames if the Intra-frame refresh is not very frequent, thus leads to bit-stream with poor rate distortion performance.
Generally speaking, the single frame coefficient dropping error may propagate along both temporal and spatial domain. In temporal domain, error would be transferred to subsequent coding dependent frames. In spatial domain, under the assist of motion vector, error would be passed to non-co-located blocks of next several frames, moreover, due to some Intra-block in Inter-frame error may be propagated from neighbor block. The reciprocity of the two kinds of error propagation makes the error curve behaves very different from sequence to sequence. Because of this complicated propagation procedure, building a reasonable model for this phenomenon is not an easy work. However, some efforts to address this problem have been presented in previous work. In the pioneer model [1] , based on the Central Limit Theorem, the influence of decoder can be simulated by a time-varying Gaussian spatial filter, which narrows the bandwidth of the error signal at every time step and decline the error to zero after several frames. Nevertheless, this model doesn't consider the spatial propagation of the error. Kim et al. [2] proposed a corruption model which described the characteristics of parallel propagation and cascaded propagation to estimate error propagation along both temporal and spatial domains. Sun
Supported by Natural Science Foundation of Jiangsu Province in China (BK2009059) and Pre-research Foundation of PLAUST(2009TX08) et al. [3] thought that the error propagation can be characterized by damping, shaping and drifting, and then derived a solution of differential equation and a tracking quadrilateral mechanism to capture above three behaviors. In the work of [4] , based on the investigation of statistical and empirical properties of the drop coefficient distortion, a simple method was presented to estimate it.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the relationship between motion compensated prediction, Intra-prediction and error propagation is described in detail. Then, the proposed method for distortion propagation is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, simulation results are illustrated to verify our method. Finally, we give out the conclusion for this paper.
Video transmission and error propagation

Adaptive video transmission system
To accommodate to ever-varying communication environment, a robust video transmission system, as illustrated in Figure 1 , usually contains a bit-rate adapter in addition to the encoder and decoder. The video codec with hybrid coding structure consists of motion compensation prediction (MCP) and transform coding, which is the state-of-the-art video coding techniques employed by many video coding standards, such as MPEG-4, H.264. MCP and transform coding remove the temporal/spatial redundancy respectively to achieve efficient coding performance.
Roughly speaking, video frame is partitioned into blocks with different sizes in Inter-and Intraframe coding. For each block, Rate Distortion Optimized mode selection is performed to decide the coding mode. For Inter-block the best match region in previously reconstructed frame is located by the motion vector estimated from motion estimation to build the reference block. Of course, because of the fractional-pixel accuracy, the reconstructed frame must be interpolated into higher resolution. For Intra-block the reference data is constructed with the best prediction mode. After MCP or Intraprediction, the residual is encoded by transform and quantization. Finally, the transform-quantized residual as well as the side information are coded by entropy coding to produce the bit-stream. When transmission conditions become worse, a bit-rate adapter is needed to perform coefficient dropping, which may be implemented by trans-coding single layer bit-stream or extracting from multilayer bitstream. At the receiver end, decoder uses the corrupted bit-stream to reconstruct the video sequence.
Error propagation of coefficient dropping
From 2.1, previous reconstructed data instead of original data is used as reference data, which desires the synchronization between encoder and decoder. However, due to coefficient dropping, reference data is corrupted and the mismatch between encoder and decoder takes place. After motion compensation or Intra-prediction, the error may be transferred onto the newly reconstructed data temporally or spatially. It means that error propagation occurs in temporal and spatial domain as depicted in Figure 2 until the Intra-frame refreshing happens. If taking deep insight into the decoding of H.264 bit-stream, for every frame the procedure of introducing corrupted error can be expressed as
where I prd and I ' prd are predicted value before and after corruption, X res and X ' res are rescaled residual coefficient before and after corruption, Clip( ), Rnd( ), IT( ) represent the operation of clip, round and inverse transform. It's difficult to estimate the error caused by clip and round because of their property of non-linear. Actually, the probability for the happening of clip and round is low and the error magnitude aroused by them is very small. Consequently, for simplicity in the approximation of (1) 
From (2), it can be concluded that if coefficient dropping happens at every frame total error mainly contains drift error from predicted data and the dropping coefficient error. From the Mean Square Error point of view, if corrupted error and quantized error can be thought as independently each other, the corrupted distortion for a frame can be expressed as 
where o i is original ith pixel value, r i and r ' i are reconstructed pixel value before and after corruption, N is pixel number, e q is quantized error. Generally e q , e dft and e drp can be thought as error with mean of zero; hence, the total distortion for a corrupted frame can be approximated as
where D q , D dft and D drp are quantized distortion, drift distortion and coefficient dropping distortion respectively. Quantized distortion can be easily calculated in encoding, coefficient dropping distortion can be estimated according to Parseval's Theorem, but the estimation of drift distortion is a tough work. Accordingly, in order to estimate the total distortion, we must take deep investigation about the drift distortion, which is the main work of this paper.
Proposed distortion estimation method
In H.264, block with 4x4 pixels size (short for 'block') is the minimum unit for motion estimation, Intra-prediction and transform coding. Hence, the dropped coefficient for a block is our first focus, and then we turn our attention to two propagation behaviors of Intra-coding and Inter-coding.
Coefficient dropping distortion
In H.264, discrete cosine transform (DCT) is distributed into Integer Transformation and Quantization procedure. Because DCT is a normalized orthogonal transformation, according to Parseval's Theorem, if assumed that coefficients with same Zig-Zag locations are dropped for all block in a frame, drop coefficient distortion of a frame can be estimated as ) where minZZId and maxZZId are indices of dropped coefficient in Zig-Zag order, X i,j is the rescaled coefficient, N is the size of block, M is the number of block in frame. To avoiding overlap with quantized error the rescaled coefficient is used to compute coefficient dropping distortion.
Inter-frame distortion propagation
Due to the elaborate procedure of motion compensation and the non-uniform distribution of error, the Inter-frame propagation distortion can't be treated over-macroscopically or over-microcosmically. If we only research the average frame distortion macroscopically, detailed traits of propagation would be missed definitely; and if the detail of propagation is only researched, the complexity is very high because of the tiny unit for estimation and the behavior of propagation is hard to model. Consequently, these two aspects must be trade-off and considered synthetically. In this subsection, we examine the average distortion change between two frames at first, and then take a deep insight into the detail.
Since motion compensated Inter-frame coding can be assumed as an AR (1) source model in temporal domain [5] , the distortion is propagated to subsequent frame in a linear manner, i.e.
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where D dft (n) is nth frame drift distortion, D Tot (n-1) is n-1th frame total distortion, η is propagation parameter with the range η ≥ 0. Obviously, although (6) is a very simple model, η is hard to be decided because of its dependency on the characteristics of motion compensation and Intra-prediction for different video codec. However, the distortion propagation at frame level can be considered as the average effect of all block in the frame. Therefore, η can be approximated by the average propagation parameter of all blocks in a frame. Hence, the Inter-propagation distortion can be expressed as
where N is block number in a frame. Next, through analysis of the error elimination of leaky prediction an approximation of η for Inter-block is made. And the estimation of η for Intra-block is discussed.
Propagation parameter setting for Inter-block
Using reconstructed data as reference data gives a chance of synchronization between encoder and decoder; moreover, essentially, it is an implement of well-known leaky prediction (LP), which optimizes motion compensation by minimizing prediction residual. LP has an important characteristic of drift error elimination which increases the robustness of video codec. LP in motion compensation can reduce drift error during Inter-propagation from frame to frame. Hence, error elimination of LP is one of the key factors that affect the error propagation. In H.264 LP is introduced by spatial filtering, which constructs reference frame with a fractional interpolator or a de-block loop filter. According to the analysis in [1] , spatial filtering operation has been described by a Gaussian shape model, which behaves like a bandwidth time-varying low pass filter whose transfer function can be expressed by ( )
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(8) From above transfer function, it can be deduced that: when t = 0, it's an all pass filter and has no effect on the bandwidth of input signal; after every time step, it becomes an low pass filter with gradually narrowed bandwidth; when t approach infiniteness its bandwidth becomes zero and no signal would be permitted to pass through. This feature matches the leaky prediction nicely. Further, its distortion elimination can be derived as 
where N V and N H are number of horizontal and vertical filtering that reference block undergoes.
Propagation parameter setting for Intra-block
In contrast to previous standards, where Intra-coding is performed in transform domain, Intracoding in H.264 is always conducted in spatial domain. This change improves the quality of predicted value, but when error occurs in neighbor block, distortion may be propagated from neighbor corrupted blocks as depicted in Figure 4 . Due to various Intra prediction modes, the propagation behavior exhibits very differently from block to block. Fortunately, all the Intra-predictions are linear operation, and if the mean of error assumed to be 0, the distortion Intra-propagation for a block can be modeled as Due to error propagation can't be considered over-microcosmically, the distortion of a block can't be obtained. But we can look this Intra-coded block as an Inter-coded block and recast (13) to calculate the propagation parameter as 
. Error Propagation in Intra Prediction
To this end, when video frames undergo compression operation, the needed information, such as motion vector and coding mode of every block, quantization distortion and dropped coefficients of every frame, needs to be restored. And then, total distortion for a frame in the corrupted sequence can be approximated using the proposed method.
Experimental results
On the platform of Joint Software Video Model (JSVM) 9.18, lots of simulations are carried out to verify the proposed model. The de-block loop filter is turned off and an intermediate QP, such as 24, is set to encode all frames to maintain relative smooth quantization distortion in one sequence. One point that must be paid attention to is that QP can not be set too much great. That's because if the value of QP is great enough, several coefficients to be dropped are quantized to 0, its dropping results in no effect on the overall distortion. In our experiment, the IPPP sequence structure is used and the coefficients with Zig-Zag index of 11-15 in all blocks of the first P frame are assumed to be dropped.
In order to simulate the coefficient dropping operation, at encoder end the quantized coefficients to be dropped are set to zero before they are written into the bit stream. In the encoding process, information needed to estimate the propagated distortion is stored to support the later calculation with the proposed method. After decoding the bit stream, the corrupted video sequence can be reconstructed to get the actual distortion. Many video sequences usually selected by Joint Video Team (JVT) are chosen as the test sequences. Finally, the estimated and actual distortion curves are depicted in Figure 5 for two selected test sequences, Soccer and City.
In Figure 5 , distortion curves of two test sequences behave much differently. For City the distortion is amplified along the frame number, while for Soccer distortion fluctuation is more drastic than that of City. Obviously, these two sequences exhibit distinct coding characteristic. Soccer has high motion which may result in more Intra-blocks. Hence, due to the estimation of Intra-propagation parameter from neighbor blocks, more estimation error would be produced as demonstrated in frame 80-87 in Soccer. Secondly, the estimated distortion curve has a trend of estimation error increase almost in all test sequences, which indicates that over-long estimating frame range would depress the performance of the proposed method. Therefore, to avoiding performance decline the number of frame that the proposed method covers should not be too large when applied to video adaptation in practical system, such as video streaming over Peer to Peer networks [7] . In a nutshell, however, the proposed method can capture the error propagation characteristic of the test sequences and give out a proper estimation of distortion for every frame in a reasonable frame range.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an estimation method for the error propagation caused by coefficient drop of single frame in video sequence. The factors of error elimination, time-varying filtering and spatial error propagation have been taken into consideration in the proposed method. The experimental results demonstrate that this method can track the error curve in video sequence, give out a good estimation result without much computation. 
